
ABSTRACT 

GOPALAN, SRIPRABHA. Visualizing Performance and Usage Patterns for Large 

Distributed Environments. (Under the direction of Dr. Christopher Healey).  

 

 

Monitoring a large computing environment is an essential task for gaining insight into its 

performance and usage patterns. Although there are tools that monitor networks and collect 

large amounts of data, a sophisticated real-time visualization of the data may provide more 

detailed information for the analysts. In this thesis we develop a system that applies the 

concept of multidimensional visualization using glyphs. This generic system can be extended 

to a range of distributed computing environments. We use the Virtual Computing Lab cloud 

environment together with performance datasets collected by IBM Tivoli monitoring tools, as 

a practical testbed for our system. The resources of VCL blades are represented using 

geometric glyphs that vary their visual appearance to visualize resource usage for Maple 

software images. We demonstrate results produced by our system on current VCL data. 

Finally, we describe how the system can be extended to include additional capabilities like 

predictive analytics and user group profiling.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

 

1.1 What is Visualization?  

Visualization is the representation of data in any format: numeric, textual, spatial, and so on 

using images, diagrams or animations. It is one effective way of communicating complex and 

abstract information in a simple manner, especially when there is a need to extract useful 

information from a large volume of data. It helps in the rapid, effective and meaningful 

analysis of data. The Oxford English Dictionary describes visualization as, “making visible, 

especially to one’s mind, things not visible to the eye”. The Webster’s Dictionary describes it 

as, “forming a mental image of something not present to the sight, an abstraction, etc”.  

 

1.2 Why Visualization?  

Humans do not perceive data in the same way as computers especially when the volume of 

data increases. The challenge is to find new ways to make it easier for a human user to 

comprehend data. One way of accomplishing this is through a graphical representation of the 

data. It is easier to process certain visual properties of an image, compared to raw numerical  
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information (e.g. spatial, color and texture patterns of the visualized data). Visualization 

harnesses the ability of the human visual system to analyze and interpret large amounts of  

visual information at great speeds. 

As an example of visualization, consider a weather dataset where each data element 

represents the data collected for a different geographical region in a state or a country. Let 

the data attributes for each data element, A = { temperature, wind speed, wind direction, 

precipitation }, be represented with the visual features V = { color, density, orientation, size 

}. A visualization produced using this mapping is shown in Fig 1.1. 

 

 
Fig 1.1: Weather visualization mapping: temperature→color, wind speed→density, 

wind direction→ orientation, precipitation→size 

 

In Fig 1.1 precipitation is represented by a glyph’s size (larger for heavier), and wind speed is  
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represented by their spatial packing density (denser for stronger). The direction of wind is 

represented by the orientation, and temperature is represented by color: dark blues and greens  

for colder to bright reds and pinks for warmer.  

 

1.3 Problem description  

Monitoring large, distributed computing environments is an essential task for IT managers 

who need to track the performance of the system and its usage patterns. This is often carried 

out by collecting and storing performance metrics on the hardware contained in the 

environment. This huge volume of data is then analyzed using statistical methods. Statistical 

results excel at answering specific questions but they are less useful for exploring the data, 

absent of any specific hypothesis about what the user is searching for. Statistical approaches 

can also be inefficient when a large amount of data needs to be analyzed. The ability of a 

human to visually analyze and dynamically react to their interpretation of a visual 

presentation of the data could be advantageous in this type of setting.  

In this thesis we consider the Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) cloud environment. A cloud 

provides on-demand availability to various kinds of application resources and online storage, 

accessible via a network.  Considering the rate at which applications and storage are moving 

to the cloud, the need for monitoring this type of environment to ensure availability and 

acceptable response time will only increase. Currently, IBM Tivoli monitoring systems are 

used in the VCL. Tivoli is an enterprise management system that records and reports on 

availability, performance, usage, and resource availability. Tivoli visualizes data collected in  
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the VCL using business graphics like charts, graphs and maps. Both the VCL IT managers  

and Tivoli engineers at IBM believe there is a need to develop more sophisticated 

visualizations of the data that work in real time to provide more detailed and informative 

representations of system performance. Our thesis studies this need in the context of Tivoli 

databases within the VCL.  

 

1.4 Our Solution 

Our approach applies visualization techniques coupled with statistical analysis of data 

collected by Tivoli. We construct multivariate datasets where each data element encodes 

multiple attributes of interest to be visualized. Specifically, we focus on process utilization, 

memory usage, network usage and disk transfers rates for each server in the VCL.  

Simple statistical analysis of the data for each system is completed in order to obtain the 

mean range of values for the resources over a given period of time. We compare individual 

systems’ values against the mean to group them into standard deviation bins.   

 

 
Fig 1.2: Our system 
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Fig 1.2 shows a snapshot of our visualization. The upper grid presents individual resource 

use for systems in the environment, represented with various visual features. The lower grid 

uses an adjacency matrix to compare pairwise system performance. This system runs in real 

time, providing both current and historical views. A detailed description of the visualization  

system and our results are given in Chapters 4 and 5.  

 

1.5 Design motivation 

Our system design is motivated by the need of Tivoli engineers and the VCL managers to 

provide a more sophisticated representation of performance data in the VCL. The reporting 

tools in the VCL use charts to visualize data for multiple resources, but space requirements 

increase dramatically as the number of resources being visualized increases since most of the 

charts cannot be easily combined. Similarly, the visual representation in the charts can 

become cluttered when the number of systems increases.  

The grid visualization in our system provides an informative combined representation of 

multiple resources using glyphs; this provides a detailed view on the performance of the 

systems with respect to the resources. The adjacency matrix grows gracefully when the 

number of systems increases and provides more detailed representations of the relative 

performance of the systems over a period of time.  
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The VCL managers also suggest using our system to determine the resources needed for 

different classes of users, set up as user group profiles for the VCL reservation system. This 

information could be used to determine the number of concurrent images that can run on

single blade, potentially providing a significant decrease in the total amount of hardware 

needed to support an existing group of users.  

 

1.6 Thesis structure  

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give an overview of 

some existing methods to visualize multidimensional network data and present previous 

approaches for analyzing the performance of a cloud environment. In Chapter 3, we describe 

the visualization concepts used in our system. In Chapter 4, we explain the design of our 

visualization tool. In Chapter 5, we present the results we obtained. Finally, Chapter 6 

concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Related Work  

 

 

Monitoring a large distributed computing environment is important for gaining insight into 

system performance and usage patterns. In order to assist with decision making in 

performance management, there exist a set of monitoring tools based on visualization 

techniques. The most common category of tool uses two dimensional bar charts, graphs and 

tables. Another category of tool is more research-based in nature, using perceptual and 

multidimensional techniques to visualize cloud and network data. In this chapter we discuss 

tools from both categories. In Chapter 4 we present our system, which uses multidimensional 

techniques to monitor a cloud environment.  

 

2.1 IBM Tivoli  

IBM Tivoli Monitoring is enterprise management software that tracks the availability and 

performance of an enterprise network. This software is used to oversee operating systems, 

databases and servers in a distributed environment by installing Tivoli agents in the host 

systems.  
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2.1.1 Architecture 

Three of the VCL’s blades (Fig 2.1) are dedicated to host the Tivoli Enterprise Portal Server 

(TEPS), the Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Server (TEMS), the Tivoli Data Warehouse  

(TDW), warehouse and proxy agents, summarization and pruning agents, Windows OS  

agents and the Tivoli Common Reporting (TCR). TEMS acts as a collection and control 

point for alerts received from different Tivoli agents, in particular from the Windows OS 

agent that monitors the Microsoft Windows operating system running on blades in the VCL. 

It sends data to TEPS, the core presentation layer for retrieval, manipulation and formatting. 

TEPS stores the results in the TDW, producing current and historical data about various 

aspects of the VCL. Users have an option to summarize and prune the raw data stored in the 

TDW on an hourly, daily, weekly or yearly basis.  

 

2.1.2 Visualization options 

TCR is used to view performance data from the VCL. TCR is a shared component that 

simplifies presentation of huge volumes of data by providing a standard infrastructure for 

creating, viewing and managing product reports. These reports provide historical views of 

availability, utilization, performance and many other metrics [8].  
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Fig 2.1: Tivoli components in the VCL 

 

2.1.2.1 Charts 

Charts are a standard method used to visualize and represent the data for analysis. TCR uses 

various kinds of charts to show performance data. Examples include pie charts, column 

charts, line charts and area charts (Fig 2.2).  
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Fig 2.2: Common charts: (top to bottom) column chart, pie chart, line chart, area chart  
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Radar charts 

The radar chart is one of the less-common chart types used in TCR. It is a two dimensional 

representation of multivariate data. Three or more quantitative variables are visualized on 

axes starting from the same point, producing a sequence of equi-angular spokes, one for each 

variable. A line is drawn connecting the values of each variable on each spoke to give a star 

like appearance. This chart is also known star chart, star plot or web chart. Fig 2.3 shows an 

example of a radar chart visualizing the allocated versus budgeted spending for different 

departments in an organization. We can see that actual spending is much less than the 

allocated budget in the Development department, whereas in the IT department it has 

exceeded the allocated budget. 

 

 
Fig 2.3: Radar chart [32] 
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Bubble charts 

The bubble chart is another less-common chart used in TCR. Each entity is defined by three 

measures: two along the x and y-axis and one that controls the size of the bubble.  

Fig 2.4 shows an example of a bubble chart. The x-axis represents revenue and the y-axis 

represents product quantity. The size of the bubble indicates gross profit. We can see, for 

example, that camping equipment has the largest quantity, revenue and the gross profit, that 

is, the largest x and y values and bubble size.   

 

 
Fig 2.4: Bubble chart [32] 

 

 

2.1.2.2 Crosstabs 

TCR also uses crosstabs to represent data. Crosstabs consists of a set of rows and columns in  

a tabular format. Variables are represented along the row and column headers. Cells at the  
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intersection of these variables contain summarized information. The crosstabs provide both  

absolute values and colors to represent ranges of values. 

 

2.1.3 Examples 

Tivoli’s graphs are combined to generate reports. Fig 2.5 shows a Tivoli report for power 

usage, estimated cost and carbon emission for server, storage, network, cooling and power 

device resources in a data center. From the charts we can see that the power usage, estimated 

cost and carbon emission are largest for the server resource.  

 

 
Fig 2.5: Tivoli report for data center power usage 
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An example of a report that uses cross tabs is shown in Fig 2.6. This report was generated for  

data in the VCL. It shows a utilization heat chart for a particular system. The columns  

represent the hours during which the data was collected and the rows represent the dates. 

Cells give the information about resource usage at the particular time period. Disk and 

memory utilization for the system has been near the maximum range during the 24-26
th
 of 

March 2011, while CPU utilization is lower during the same set of days. Empty cells show 

that no data was collected during the given time periods. 

 

 
Fig 2.6: Tivoli report for utilization of resources 
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2.1.4 Comparison with other systems 

Tivoli reports provide various options to visualize data and perform analysis. Although our 

system is capable of only a small subset of what the Tivoli reports provide, it does offer a 

perceptually sound design that focuses specifically on understanding and analyzing a multi-

faceted presentation of related performance data.  

TCR can use its charts to visualize the same data, but space requirements increase 

dramatically since most of the charts cannot be easily combined. For example, as the number 

of spokes in the radar chart increases, it becomes more difficult to differentiate between the 

attributes and hence the data values being plotted. Moreover, visualizing multiple attributes 

overlays multiple lines, causing further clutter. In our system, glyphs provide an option to 

visualize multiple attributes in a single element. The matrix is also designed to scale more 

gracefully as the number of systems increases.  

TCR also provides options for statistical analysis of data, but results are restricted to a tabular 

format or cross tabs. Our system visualizes simple statistical analyses that show which 

systems are deviating from the mean. Visual representation of this data is a better option for 

highlighting outliers, versus reading through numerical data. This representation also gives 

more information about usage patterns of the systems over time.  

Finally, TCR lacks the interactive features present in our system to view the data from 

different angles, or to obtain a better view of alerts and usage patterns of interest in the 

system.  
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2.2 Hyperic 

Hyperic is a leading provider of monitoring tools for cloud environments. They were an early 

leader in adopting virtualization of cloud services. Hyperic’s CloudStatus provides an 

independent view of the performance of the cloud services like Amazon and the Google App  

engine. It is also the leading service provider for performance management and application 

monitoring in data centers and virtual environments.  

 

2.2.1 Visualization options  

Hyperic’s visualization options are supported using its dashboard and reporting capabilities. 

AJAX dashboards can be tailored to the needs of different users. It provides options to 

visualize summaries of availability, alert counts, chart slideshows and group availability 

portlets. It establishes the “normal” values for particular metrics using historical performance 

baselines that further assist in assessing relative performance. The built-in reports summarize 

alert counts, availability, disk usage, inventory changes, event logs and network traffic and 

extrapolate future performance to predict potential resource limitations.  

 

2.2.2 Examples 

Similar to Tivoli, Hyperic reports use different kinds of charts to visualize data. The 

snapshots shown in Fig 2.7 are from a Hyperic report on network interface activity. Different 

colors are used to represent different network interfaces.  
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Fig 2.7a shows the top five network interfaces with heavy network traffic. We can see that 

the dumptruck Linux network interface eth0 (Ethernet) has the highest number of bits/second 

received over the given time range, with the values fluctuating drastically. Similarly, Fig 2.7b 

shows the number of bits/second sent from the network interface. The values for 

web2.hyperic.net Linux network interface eth0 (Ethernet) varies drastically and reaches peak 

values on November 4
th 

and 11
th
. This indicates high network activity with large amounts of 

outgoing data, especially on November 4
th

 and 11
th

.   

Along with the two graphical representations a network interface report gives detailed 

numerical information on all the network interfaces in the environment. Fig 2.8 shows a 

snapshot of a Hyperic report for disk usage. The vmlln-001 linux file system has maximum 

disk usage up to November 6
th

, followed by the panther Win32 file system after that date. 

The disk usage for these two systems is close to 100%. Like the network report, the disk 

usage report also provides detailed numeric information on disk usage for all the systems in 

the environment.  
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(a) 

 
 

 
(b) 

Fig 2.7: Hyperic report on network activity [33]  
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Fig 2.8: Hyperic report on disk usage [33] 

 

 

2.3 Glyph-based security visualization  

Much of the research on network analysis focuses on security aspects to detect possible 

intrusions. Intrusion detection (ID) analysts monitor system, network, application and 

intrusion detection systems (IDS) to identify attacks against the network. IDSs can generate 

thousands of alerts [26] together with the data that caused each alert. Out of these, normally 

only a small percentage are actual intrusions. A network analyst has to parse through the 

recorded data to separate actual intrusions from false alarms. This huge volume of textual 

data suggests that visualization support might help an analyst to better monitor and manage 

an IDS.  
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The Intrusion Detection toolkit (IDtk) is a prototype for visualizing ID data built on a user 

centered design and development methodology. It provides the user with a wide range of 

tools to change the way alerts and data are mapped to geometric glyphs.  

 

2.3.1 Visualization options 

In IDtk the input data can be either raw TCP packet data or alerts generated by IDS tools 

such as Snort. Attributes are mapped to the visual properties of a glyph to generate 

visualizations. Spatial coordinates, glyph color and glyph size are commonly used visual 

properties in glyph-based visualizations. Mapping the data values of an attribute to spatial 

coordinates generates spatial plots that are used to understand the distribution of data in a 

dataset. Color, opacity and size can be varied based on the values of additional attributes. 

Since these mappings highlight the different characteristics of the dataset, flexibility in the 

mapping is important to allow the user to choose a mapping that is well suited to their 

analysis needs.  

 

2.3.2 Examples 

Fig 2.9 shows one of the sample scenarios of IDtk. Classification is mapped to the x-axis, IP 

address to the y-axis and time of the generated alert to the z-axis. Alerts are classified to help 

the analyst recognize the type of attack without worrying about its specific details. A glyph is 

drawn for every item in the dataset. The color of the glyph indicates the priority of the alert:  

red for high priority, blue for medium priority and green for low priority. This selected  
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mapping will reveal if a particular server is repeatedly generating alerts of the same 

classification. This indicates to the analyst that the server has a certain vulnerability 

associated with that kind of alert.  

 

 
Fig 2.9: Sample scenario in IDtk [26] 
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In this scenario we can see that there are multiple servers (on the y-axis) generating the same 

class of alerts at different times. The clusters of red glyphs indicate a serious attack directed 

at different servers. Repetitive alerts of the same classification, targeted at the same server at 

different times suggest that the server is vulnerable to this kind of attack.  

 

2.3.3 Comparison with other systems 

IDtk supports both 2D displays, which are useful for monitoring, and 3D displays that allow 

a greater insight into the multidimensional relationships in the data. However, as the number 

of servers grows in a network both the 2D and the 3D displays will become cluttered. 

Filtering is provided to manage large datasets but this causes an analyst to miss any 

information that is filtered out. The adjacency matrix used in our system is helpful in such 

cases as it can represent a relatively large number of systems and establish relationships 

between them based on attribute values, either absolute or relative to other systems.  

The visualization in IDtk provides a greater insight into relationships in the data when 

compared to TCR and Hyperic. Although both use graphs and charts, the 3D display in IDtk 

coupled with multidimensional glyphs provides options to visualize more attributes 

simultaneously.  

 

2.4 NetVis 

NetVis [35] is a network security management visualization tool that was developed to 

integrate the network security and general network management into one view. This was  
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designed to not only detect abnormal activity in the network but also to make network 

management more efficient.  

The data source for NetVis is security data between connected hosts collected with Snort, 

combined with standard network and management data. NetVis provides two views: a global 

view and a detailed view to help analysts monitor and identify network security events.  

 

2.4.1 Visualization options 

NetVis uses tree structures, tree maps and node link diagrams with glyphs for both views. 

Tree structures are used to represent hierarchical structures in a graphical form. Tree maps 

are a method to display hierarchical data using nested rectangles. Each branch in the tree is 

shown as a rectangle, subdivided into smaller rectangles to represent sub-branches. Node-

link diagrams are used to establish relationship between nodes in a network.  

 

2.4.2 Examples 

The NetVis global view uses a traditional tree structure to represent the network’s 

hierarchical structure and tree maps to represent its state. In the tree map each high-level 

rectangle represents a department in the organization. Nested rectangles represent individual 

hosts in that department.  
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Fig 2.10: Global view of NetVis [35] 

 

Fig 2.10 shows a snapshot of the global view. The left side (Fig 2.10 (5)) contains the tree 

map showing the current network states. The leaves of the map represent hosts in the 

network, classified by the departments they belong to. Light colored nodes represent hosts 

with alerts. The lighter the node, the weaker the host. Administrators can investigate weak 

hosts to assess their vulnerabilities. The right side of the snapshot gives detailed information 

about the department and the employees in the organization who own the selected hosts (Fig 

2.10 (2)). It uses a tree graph to represent the organizational hierarchy (Fig 2.10 (3)).  
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Fig 2.11: Detailed view of NetVis [35] 

 
 

Any light colored node in the global view can be selected to view detailed information about 

the host as seen in Fig 2.11.  

This detailed view shows the Snort alert messages for the selected host. In the left node-link 

diagram (Fig 2.11 (1)) the center node represents the host, and the nodes around the center 

represent suspected attackers. Edges connecting the center node and the attacker nodes 

describe their relationship. The color of the edge shows the protocol of the hosts’ connection 

type, TCP or UDP. Hosts from within the organization are rendered as square glyphs, while 

the hosts on the Internet are rendered as star glyphs. The color of the glyphs represents the  
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departments they belong to (Fig 2.11 (2)). More details about the alert are shown in the table  

on the right (Fig 2.11 (4)). From Fig 2.11 we see that a host in the Software department is 

being attacked by nodes from both within the organization and on the Internet. NetVis allows 

a user to compare alerts from different days. If alerts are generated for the same host on 

multiple days then the administrator may be more convinced that someone is trying to 

damage the host. Other data like the attack time, priority and management responsible for the 

host and the attackers can be obtained from the detailed view. This allows an administrator to 

subdivide the security management tasks and confine the problem.  

 

2.4.3 Comparison with other systems 

The integrated view in NetVis helps administrators manage network resources and search for 

potential security threats. However, the integrated view’s usefulness is reduced when the 

number of nodes or the organization size increases. Tree maps utilize space efficiently but 

tree maps alone do not help in establishing relationships between nodes. This is done with the 

node-link diagram in the detailed view. This diagram will face the same issues when the 

number of nodes affecting a weak host increases. The adjacency matrix used in our system is 

one possible option to better establish relationships or show security related data between 

pair of nodes as the number of nodes increases.  

NetVis provides more detailed security related information about weak hosts when compared 

to IDtk. NetVis can identify attacking nodes using the node-link diagram. In IDtk this is also 

possible by using the attribute mapping feature and the 3D display to establish relationships  
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between attributes but this must be performed manually by an administrator. Both the 

displays face scalability issues when the number of systems increases.  
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Chapter 3 

Visualization Concepts 

 

 

Visualization is one effective way of communicating complex and abstract information in a 

simple manner. It helps in rapid analysis of data. In order to determine the type of 

visualization to represent a particular type of data it is necessary to understand the 

characteristics of the dataset and the number of dataset attributes to be visualized. In our 

system, we construct multivariate datasets collected from a distributed computing 

environment. Each data element encodes multiple attributes that must be considered for 

visualization. Visualizing multivariate datasets is challenging as it is difficult to represent 

multiple attributes simultaneously. In such cases we use the concept of glyphs that embed 

multiple visual characteristics into a single element to represent multiple attributes.  

The usefulness of visualization is due to the strength of human perception to make 

quantitative decisions on a graphical display with respect to visual features: color, size, 

orientation, and so on. In this chapter we talk briefly about how the human visual system 

perceives basic visual properties and then discuss in detail the concept of multidimensional 

visualization using glyphs and the visual features used in our system.  
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3.1 Human Visual System 

Resnikoff offers a study of the human vision system [12] and how it perceives visual 

properties. The human eye’s physical structure is shown in Fig 3.1.  

 

Fig 3.1: Human eye structure by Resnikoff (1987)  

 

The iris and cornea focus light entering the eye, directing it to strike different locations on the 

retina. At the back of the eye, the retina detects movement or other changes in the 

environment. It covers a visual field of about 160 degrees, and is composed of two major 

cells, rods and cones. The rods are sensitive to light and provide vision at low levels of  
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illumination. Rods are insensitive to color. The cones are less sensitive than rods but provide  

vision at high levels of illumination. There are three types of cones most sensitive to light at 

short (S), medium (M) and long (L) wavelengths to provide color vision.  

The second level of the fovea is responsible for processing visual features. This high 

resolution area moves to the points of interest about 1-5 times/second at a rate of up to 100 

degrees/second per movement. At the base of this eye movement mechanism, the automatic, 

stimulus-based attention shifting causes this mechanism to shift towards the brain. This 

mechanism sends information to two separate channels, one that processes spatial properties 

like location, size and orientation, and another that encodes other feature properties like 

color, shape and texture [12].  

 

3.2 Multidimensional Visualization 

Multidimensional here refers to data elements with more than one attribute. The challenge is 

to represent all the attributes in a two dimensional space in a way that is easy to comprehend. 

Although display devices are becoming more powerful, most still present in two 

dimensionals. Using projections one can represent an object in three dimensional space as a 

two dimensional image. This complexity continues to grow as the number of attributes for 

each data element increases. For example, if we had to represent six attributes for each data 

element, we would need to display the data element in six dimensional space or find a way to 

map the six dimensions to a two dimensional image. In order to solve this problem, we 

introduce a category of multidimensional visualization called glyphs. 
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3.2.1 Glyph based visual representations 

Glyphs are visual elements that encode multiple attributes for a given data element into a 

single entity. These entities, or glyphs, provide a better coupling of attributes and data 

elements. They are composed of several different visual features that can be used to represent 

the attributes.   

One example of a glyph is a superquadric [4]. Superquadrics vary the curvature of a glyph to 

encode values of data attributes.  

 

                    
(a)                                                                              (b) 

Fig 3.2: Superquadrics: (a) Glyph visualization of the hurricane Isabel data set in conjunction with a 

legend (b)A detailed view of the eye of hurricane 

 

Fig 3.2 shows an example of visualization of hurricane Isabel data. Temperature is depicted 

using hue in a range from blue (cold) to red (warm). Air pressure is depicted by the thickness  
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of each supertorus, which is a special case of quadric surface. The amounts of snow pellets,  

rain, and snow are accumulated to produce total precipitation, depicted by the roundness of 

the glyphs. It can be seen that temperature is highest within the eye of the storm and 

decreases as the distance from it increases. Pressure is very low inside the eye and increases 

outside it. Precipitation is highest in the vicinity of the eye, but does not decrease uniformly 

with the distance to the eye like the other two variables.  

 

Another example is Chernoff faces, which represents attributes using properties of a facial 

expression like the size, shape, and orientation of the eyes, the shape of the mouth, the shape 

of the face, and so on [6]. This approach takes the advantage of the human’s ability to 

differentiate between faces. 
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Fig 3.3: Chernoff faces for 53 geological specimens [6] 
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(a) 

 

 

 
                                        (b) 
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Fig 3.3 shows twelve variables representing mineral contents from a 4500-foot core drilled in 

a Colorado mountainside. The twelve variables were observed on 53 equally spaced 

specimens along the core, represented by 53 separate faces. The faces indicate where critical 

changes take place in the specimens. For example, one major change starts after specimen 

219. Another occurs from 224 to 231, where the faces have distinct tiny and high-set eyes, a 

round face, a broad smile with a closed mouth and a relatively long nose.   

Another glyph based visualization described by Healey and Enns uses texture as a building 

block. They describe a system where data elements are represented by perceptual texture 

elements called pexels [3]. These elements use simple texture patterns along with other visual 

features to represent the attributes of a data element. The texture of the glyphs is 

distinguished by varying the height, density and regularity of the texture as shown in Fig 3.4  

 

 
Fig 3.4: Each pexel has one of its dimensions varied across three discrete values [3] 
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Our glyphs use variations of the visual attributes size, hue, luminance and orientation to 

represent four data attributes. As an illustration, in Fig 3.5 the glyphs vary their sizes (Fig 

3.5a), hues (Fig 3.5b), luminances (Fig 3.5c) and orientations (Fig 3.5d) in ways that can be 

used to represent different values for four attributes. The glyphs in Fig 3.5e show 

simultaneous variations in hue, luminance, size and orientation. Thus we can see that glyphs 

provide an opportunity to visualize multiple attribute values. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

(c) 

 

 

(d) 

 

 

 

 

(e) 
Fig 3.5: Glyphs: a) variation of size b) variation of colors c) variation of luminance d) variation of 

orientation e) variation of multiple features in a single object 
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3.3 Visual Features 

In order to effectively map data attributes to visual features we need to understand the visual 

features themselves. In this section we discuss the visual features used in our system: hue, 

luminance, size and orientation.  

 

3.3.1 Hue and Luminance 

Hue is a commonly used property in visualization. For example, weather maps use a set of 

hues to represent the severity levels of weather conditions. In Fig 3.6, a weather map 

showing a precipitation forecast uses hue to present different values of precipitation across 

the continental United States. A viewer can see that the central region has more precipitation 

than the surrounding areas.  

Color is a combination of three visual features: hue, luminance and saturation. For example, 

the HSL color model where an individual color is described by specifying hue (H), saturation 

(S) and lightness (L) values. Hue is our perception of the dominant color of the reflected or 

emitted light. It allows us to distinguish between blue, green, orange, purple, yellow and so 

on. 
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Fig 3.6: The weather map from www.weather.com 

 

Fig 3.7 shows objects with different hue values. Each of these objects can be used to 

represent different values of a data attribute.  

 

 

 

 

              Fig 3.7: Colors with different hue values 

 

Saturation describes the strength of a color. It shows how much white light is mixed with a 

pure color. A pure color is fully saturated and is said to contain no white light. White, black,  

 

http://www.weather.com/
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and shades of grey are fully unsaturated. As an illustration, Fig 3.8a represents a saturated red  

while Fig 3.8b represents pink, a mixture of red with white light and therefore an unsaturated 

red. Saturation can also be used to represent different values of a data attribute.  

 

                                                      

                        

 

                                          a: Red                                            b: Pink                                                              

Fig 3.8: Colors with different saturation values 

 

Luminance is a measure of the brightness of a color [28]. Physically, varying the amount of 

light energy produces different representations of a color with varying brightness. This is 

referred to in HSL as the lightness of the color (L). In Fig 3.9, we see the different 

representations of an orange color where the lightness varies.  

 

 

  

 

                 

              A                         B                           C                     D                         E 
Fig 3.9: The base color orange with varying brightness 

 

In our thesis we use the HSL representation to choose hue and luminance values. A detailed 

description of this implementation is included in Chapter 4.  
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3.3.2 Texture 

Texture refers to the characteristic appearance of an object or a surface. Like color, it can be 

decomposed into a number of perceptual properties such as size, density, orientation and 

regularity. 

Research on texture has been conducted in the areas of visualization, cognitive psychology 

and computer vision. For example, in psychology Julesz put forth the texton theory [17] that 

suggests that early vision detects three types of features: elongated blobs with specific visual 

properties (e.g., hue, orientation or length), ends of line segments and crossings of line 

segments. Julesz suggested that only a difference in textons or in their density can be 

detected preattentively. Healey and Enns used these and other results to construct their pexels 

[3]. Controlled psychological experiments carried out by Healey and Enns showed that taller, 

shorter, denser and sparser pexels can be easily identified. In computer vision, Rao and 

Lohse conducted similar experiments to identify the higher order features of texture 

perceived by human viewers. They identified three significant orthogonal dimensions of 

texture [14]: repetitive versus non-repetitive; high-contrast and non-directional versus low-

contrast and directional; and granular, coarse and low-complexity versus non-granular, fine 

and high-complexity. They suggested that repetitiveness is the most important feature used 

by humans in distinguishing between textures.  

In our approach we use two dimensions to vary the texture of the glyphs: 
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   Height (or size)  

Height might not be considered as an “intrinsic textural cue”, but it is one aspect of 

the size feature and size is an important property of a texture pattern [3]. Results 

suggest that size can support up to five discrete values and is best suited to represent 

quantitative data [29].  

   Orientation  

Some researchers believe that only three kinds of orientations exist: flat, tilted and 

upright [21]. However, a separate experiment [7] showed that orientation differences 

of 15-degrees can be rapidly identified, irrespective of the specific orientations being 

used.  
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Chapter 4 

Technique Description  

 

 

In Chapter 3 we discussed the concept of multidimensional visualization and the visual 

features used in our system. In this chapter we give a detailed description of how our system 

uses the visualization concepts to monitor performance and usage patterns in the VCL.  

 

4.1 General Architecture  

The general architecture of the system is shown in Fig 4.1. The primary components of the 

system are explained below. 

 

4.1.1 Virtual Computing Lab (VCL): Our system monitors a large distributed computing 

environment. In our thesis we have considered the VCL cloud environment at NC State.  

VCL resources are made available to the user based on a reservation system. This reservation 

can be for immediate use or for some time in future. When this reservation is executed a 

blade is made available to the user running with the requested image. Currently, there is no 

way to distinguish between different reservations in Tivoli. 
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Fig 4.1: General architecture 
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4.1.2 Database (DB) module: This module was developed as a part of our system. It is 

responsible for querying and reading data from the TDW, writing it to a file, then analyzing 

the data using statistical methods.  

An SQL query is written to extract the resource information: process utilization, disk transfer 

activity, network activity and memory usage percentage for each blade along with the data’s 

timestamp.  

As mentioned above, it is not possible to differentiate between data that belongs to different 

reservations. Our database module continues to read data from the TDW until a large time 

gap is seen. We assume this gap represents the end of the execution of one set of reservations 

and the start of the execution of the next. The collected data for each reservation is written to 

a CSV file in timestamp order.  

The database module stores the data for each blade in a separate record block. This structure 

contains the following fields: 

  Server name: name of the blade (e.g.: Primary:VCLB4-8-1265:NT)  

  Timestamp: time when the data was collected by Tivoli 

  Process utilization: utilization of CPU resources 

  Memory usage percentage: utilization of memory resources  

  Network bytes sent/sec: utilization of network resources  

  Disk transfers/sec: utilization of disk resources 
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Next, statistical analysis of the data for each reservation period is performed. This involves  

calculating µ (mean) and σ (standard deviation) for the four resources over each reservation 

block. Values for the four resources are then categorized into seven bins. Given an absolute 

value v for a given resource, the seven categories are: 

  v = Absolute Minimum 

  v  ≤ µ-3σ 

  µ-3σ < v ≤ µ-σ 

  µ-σ < v < µ+σ 

  µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ 

  v ≥ µ+3σ 

  v = Absolute Maximum  

Values in the range σ…3σ from µ are considered weak outliers while values more than 3σ 

from µ are considered strong outliers. The absolute minimum and maximum are also 

highlighted in the visualization. The category: µ-σ < v < µ+σ is referred to as the “normal” 

range.  

 

4.1.3 Visualization module: This module was developed as a part of our system using the 

OpenGL graphics library. The main purposes of this module are to map resource values to 

visual features, draw a grid with glyphs representing current and recent resource allocations 

for different reservation blocks, and draw an adjacency matrix containing pairwise blade 

comparisons.  
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We chose to map: 

  Process utilization: hue 

  Disk transfers activity: luminance 

  Network activity: area 

  Memory usage percentage: orientation  

To represent the seven different categories that the blade can belong to, we use seven 

different values for each of hue, luminance, area and orientation. The values for luminance, 

area and orientation increase monotonically to match the increasing order of the categories 

from absolute minimum to v ≤ µ-3σ, µ-3σ < v ≤ µ-σ, and so on up to absolute maximum.  

Hue varies across seven distinguishable values. 

To choose the values for hue and luminance two table structures are used: a color lookup 

table and a process color table. This is needed because mapping values for process utilization 

(hue) and disk transfers (luminance) are dependent on each other. The color lookup table is 

used when a blade has values for both process utilization and disk transfers. Rows in the 

process color table represent the categories for process utilization (hue), and columns 

represent the categories for disk transfers (luminance). The color lookup table is shown in 

Table 4.1.  
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                                Luminance (Disk transfers) 

                Hue    

 (Process utilization) 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: Color lookup table 

 

Table 4.1: Color lookup table 
 

 

When a blade has values for process utilization but not for disk transfers we use the process 

color table. This table is a single row of hues for the process utilization categories. All the 

colors in this table have a common saturation value, but one that is different from the 

saturation used in the color lookup table. Similarly, the table uses a common luminance value 

that is not used in the color lookup table. This allows a viewer to identify blades that have 

values only for process utilization. The process color table is shown in Table 4.2.   

 

                                       Hue  

 

 

Table 4.2: Process color table 
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As an example, suppose a blade B1 has values for process utilization only, in the absolute  

minimum category, so it is assigned a color from the process color table (Fig 4.2a). Another  

blade B2 has values for process utilization in the absolute minimum category, but also has  

values for disk transfers in the normal range. The value assigned to B2 from the color lookup 

table is shown in Fig 4.2b. Here, B1 is clearly distinguished from B2.  

 

  

                                (a)                                                         (b) 
Fig 4.2: Example of color assignment for blades 

 

If a blade has values for disk transfers but no value for process utilization, or if a blade does  

not have values for either, a dotted line is drawn around the glyph to show that there is no 

hue value and therefore the luminance cannot be set, or both hue and luminance are absent.  

This happens rarely since process utilization values are almost always collected by Tivoli. 

Regardless, the glyph will still be able to show area and orientation based on the respective 

network activity and memory usage values. The different areas and orientations used in our 

system are shown in Fig 4.3a and 4.3b.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig 4.3: Area and Orientation  
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Individual blade values are drawn in both the grid and the adjacency matrix, representing  

recent and current activity for individual blades, and relative performance between pairs of 

blades, respectively. Example of the grid and the matrix are shown in Fig 4.5b and 4.5c. Each 

row in the grid visualizes values for one reservation block. We currently show the four most 

recent reservation blocks with the blades’ names labeled at the top of the grid.  

To make comparisons between pairs of blades in the adjacency matrix we need a reference 

axis to identify the blade against which comparisons are done. In our system the blades along 

the x-axis are used as an anchor. At the intersection of every pair of blades, a relative 

performance alert is drawn if either of the following statements holds: 

   For each pair, one blade has a value for a data attribute in the “normal” range while 

the other has a value for the same data attribute in either the µ+3σ or µ-3σ categories. 

   For each pair, one blade has a value for a data attribute in the “normal” range while 

the other blade has a value for the same data attribute in either the µ+σ…µ+3σ or µ-

σ…µ-3σ categories.  

The statements were selected to indicate that one of the blades has values in the “normal” 

range while the other has values that lie either strongly or weakly outside the mean.  

Our system currently displays relative performance only for process utilization. With some 

minor changes, however, it is possible to include an option to change the view to display 

other attributes. The pairwise comparison between blades is shown for multiple reservation 

periods. The relative performance for each period is indicated by a line with fixed width and  

a hue assigned from the process color table. This line is followed by a thin white drop down  
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to locate the intersection when there is no previous relative performance to display. 

Reservation blocks are separated by a gap between neighboring glyphs. A snapshot of this is 

shown in Fig 4.4.  

 
Fig 4.4: Visual representation of relative performance in the matrix.  

 

 

A complete view of the adjacency matrix is shown in Fig 4.5c. Examining the intersections 

where relative performance is displayed, we can see that the blade NCSU-BDA01 has 

process utilization in the µ+σ…µ+3σ category and blade BN19-10 has process utilization in 

the “normal” range for one of the recent reservation periods.  
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Fig 4.5: System components (a) The complete system, (b) The grid, (c) The matrix (d) Glyph element 

for the blade, VCLB4-8  
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(c)  
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4.1.4 Visualization output 

Fig 4.5 shows a visualization generated by our system. The grid represents the different states 

of the blades with respect to the four resources being collected and visualized. The adjacency  

matrix shows pairwise comparisons of the blades’ process utilization. A close up of the grid 

is shown in Fig 4.5b. This grid helps in identifying systems that have values in the “normal 

range”, systems whose values are farther away from µ, and systems that have either the 

maximum or minimum values for each of the data attributes.  

For example, the values for the blade VCLB4-8 for the most recent reservation period shown 

in Fig 4.5d can be interpreted in the following manner by referring to the legend in Fig 4.5a.  

  Process utilization 

    Value is in the “normal” range, shown by the blue hue of the glyph. 

  Disk transfers activity 

    Value in the µ-3σ…µ-σ category, shown by the brightness of the glyph. 

  Network activity  

    Value is absolute maximum, represented by the area of the glyph 

  Memory usage percentage  

    Value in the µ-3σ…µ-σ category, shown by the orientation of the glyph. 

This grid shows resource usage patterns over four consecutive reservations, and integrates 

information about multiple resources into a single visual element. It highlights the resource 

requirements of different kinds of users as resource usage varies across different reservation  
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periods. This may assist in setting up user profiles to assign the appropriate resources to each  

user group. The row-wise information shows details specific to each reservation period. If all 

the blades tend to deviate from the “normal” range at the same time, the administrator can 

investigate the cause for that particular reservation period’s abnormal behavior.  

The adjacency matrix, shown in Fig 4.5c, is used to monitor the relative performance of the  

blades. The matrix visualizes process utilization using hue. For example, the close-up of the 

intersection of the blades TI and NCSU-BDA01 shows a line with fixed thickness and yellow 

hue. Referring to the legend in our system in Fig 4.5a we see that yellow represents the 

µ+σ…µ+3σ category. Hence the blade TI has values greater than µ+σ and less than µ+3σ, 

but blade NCSU-BDA01 has values in the “normal” range. This matrix assists in a pairwise 

comparison of the blades’ performance with respect to a target resource. Although useful 

pairwise metrics are currently not collected by Tivoli, we have the capability to identify 

systems interacting in anomalous ways if and when such information becomes available.  

 

4.2 Interactive features 

In addition to visualizing data, our system includes some interactive features that provide 

additional options. The different operations available in the UI panel (Fig 4.6) are: 
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Fig 4.6: UI features 

 

   Translate and Rotate: Translation of the display assists in viewing it from different 

locations. Rotate rotates the visualization with respect to the x, y and z-axis. These 

options are useful when the number of systems increases and it becomes difficult to 

view the entire visualization in one screen.  

   Zoom: The zoom option focuses on a subset of the visualization. For example, if 

relative performance is shown in the adjacency matrix the zoom option can be used to 

view the intersection where anomalies appear.  

   History view (Previous time): The history view allows the user to view the output for 

previous reservation periods, both in the grid and the matrix. There is a maximum 

time window that is set to view history, beyond which the data is not available.  

   Pause and Continue: Since the system runs in real time these options can be used to 

temporarily halt the visualization.  
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Chapter 5 

Results 

 

In Chapter 2 we discussed existing tools for monitoring large computing environments. In 

this chapter we describe how our system can be used to determine usage patterns and analyze 

performance in the VCL. 

 

5.1 Analyze the usage patterns  

Fig 5.1 shows resource usage patterns for the four resources over three consecutive 

reservations. The usage patterns for the blade VCLB4-8 can be analyzed as follow: 
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Fig 5.1: Usage patterns of resources in the grid 

 

 
Fig 5.2: Usage patterns for earlier reservation periods using “previous time” option 
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   Process utilization  

v = absolute minimum, µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ, µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ  

The process utilization fluctuates from absolute minimum to µ+σ…µ+3σ (i.e. from 

low to high). Fig 5.2 shows the data for the same blade but for four previous 

reservation periods that are not shown in Fig 5.1. We can see that process utilization 

has held around the same categories: 

v = absolute minimum, “normal” range, µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ, µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ 

   Disk transfers activity  

v = absolute minimum, “normal” range, v = absolute minimum 

The disk activity has been either at or below normal, both for current and for earlier  

reservation periods as seen in Fig 5.2.  

   Network activity  

 v = absolute minimum, v =absolute maximum, v ≥ µ+3σ 

Network activity increases from absolute minimum to absolute maximum, then stays 

more than 3σ above the mean. This indicates the occurrence of an unusual event, for 

example, an unwanted program making network connections and increasing network 

activity. Fig 5.2 further indicates that during the earlier reservation periods this 

system had the same unusual activity, fluctuating between absolute minimum, 

absolute maximum, and category µ+3σ. The blade (or the image it is running) may be 

prone to unwanted or malicious programs exchanging large amounts of data over the 

network.  
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   Memory usage percentage 

v = absolute minimum, “normal” range, µ+σ ≤ v < µ+3σ 

Memory usage increases slowly from absolute minimum to µ+σ…µ+3σ. Using 

additional information from Fig 5.2 we can see that this usage pattern is common. 

Users of this blade demand more memory in certain reservation blocks, compared to 

“normal” groups. This may prompt the administrator to identify the group and assign 

them more memory when their Maple images are executed.  

This information suggests that VCLB4-8 has been performing in an unusual manner 

compared to the other blades.  

For example, if an undergraduate class is accessing the Maple image during this time period, 

and knowing that this class does not require significant resources, the IT manager would 

probably conclude that unwanted programs are being run periods of time consuming memory 

and potentially placing the blade in an unusable state.  
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Fig 5.3: Usage patterns of resources for new set of reservation records 

 

Consider another example in Fig 5.3 that shows the usage patterns of the resources over 

different reservation blocks. We see a distinct hue in each block for the blade BN17-32. This 

distinct hue indicates abnormal values for process utilization for this blade when most of the  

other blades in the same reservation blocks have values in the “normal” range. Such a distinct  

variation occurs when a different user group with relatively large resource requirements is  

accessing the blade. Similarly, the blade BN19-3 has a distinct orientation for the most recent 

reservation block indicating minimal memory usage during the current reservation block, but 

much higher memory needs over other reservation blocks. Such distinct parameters suggest 

that different user groups are accessing the blades and demanding different resources periods 

of time. 
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5.2 Performance Analysis 

 
Fig 5.4: Performance analysis of blades for process utilization 

 
 

Fig 5.4 shows the adjacency matrix, with multiple lines shown at the intersection of NCSU-

BDA01 with other blades. For example, blade NCSU-BDA01 has values in category 

µ+σ…µ+3σ while the blade BN19-10 has values in the “normal” range for the recent 

reservation period. This shows that NCSU-BDA01 uses more CPU resource when compared  

to the other blades. This resource consumption may be a result of a specific user group that  

demands more resources.  
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Chapter 6 

Summary and future work 

 

 

In this thesis we developed a system to monitor a large distributed computing environment. 

Our goal is to develop a system with a more sophisticated visualization that works in real 

time to provide detailed and informative representations of system performance. In our 

system we considered the VCL cloud environment and four specific resources: memory 

usage, disk transfers, network bytes and process utilization collected by the IBM Tivoli 

monitoring system. These four resources are visualized for Maple images executing on 

different blades located in the VCL. The system uses geometric glyphs to visualize the four 

data attributes simultaneously. The system includes both a snapshot of resource usage for 

different reservation blocks, and a pair wise comparison of processor utilization using an 

adjacency matrix. This comparison gives a detailed view of the relative performance of each 

blade with respect to every other blade and provides a manageable representation even as the 

number of systems increases.  
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6.1 Limitations and Future work 

The visual features used in our monitoring system are not perceptually balanced. One  

suggestion for future work here is to perceptually balance the visual features to make it easier  

to comprehend data from the system without ambiguity.  

Our system can be extended to visualize additional resources that are important for an 

administrator to monitor but only if additional visual features can be identified and integrated 

into our system.  

The Tivoli engineers at IBM suggested the importance of applying predictive analytics to 

monitor systems. Predictive analytics includes a variety of statistical techniques from 

modeling and data mining that analyze current and historical data to predict future events. 

This is helpful to identify possible future risks. Currently, our system visualizes performance 

metrics in real time for all the blades in the VCL. By applying analytics to the data collected 

by Tivoli it may be possible to predict future patterns. In one trial run we applied the SPSS 

predictive modeler tool on the data collected in the VCL. This was done to analyze historical 

data and display rules that govern the possible future data for the same set of resources for 

the blades using various modeling algorithms in SPSS. SPSS can also be used to determine 

the variable importance, i.e., the resource that contributes the most to variations in 

performance on the various blades. This data generated by the modeler can be further 

visualized in the same manner using multidimensional visualization. This could prove to be 

very useful in determining the future usage, capacity, requirements, and performance to assist 

an administrator.  
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The VCL IT managers suggested using our system to set up user profiles for making 

reservations in the VCL. For example, the data obtained for the memory resource usage  

patterns can be used to assist the VCL administrators in deciding the amount of memory that 

should be made available to a user. Administrators can set up separate profiles that can be 

applied when making a reservation in the VCL, for example, user profiles for faculty versus 

graduate versus undergraduate students.  

The configuration of the blades in the VCL is fairly consistent so the current statistical 

analysis for the blades gives accurate data. In a heterogeneous environment we should 

include information about the configuration before doing the analysis to improve accuracy. 

This is required because when the configuration of the blades is different they have different 

available resources. We need to consider these weighted values to obtain accurate statistical 

results. 
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